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 TJ-: When I tried switching the pin, the same video stream came up. I assume that was still the HD5K. Are you using the HD5K
in remote mode? mparillo: That's exactly what I'm doing now, to confirm mparillo: the thing is, I was up for 24 hours when I

first started this with the HD5K. I was afraid something had happened Do you remember the original connection? (wireless or
wired?) mparillo: I can try again now to see what happens mparillo: wired to the Netgear unit, and connected to the Netgear unit

to the TV You are just now switching back to the HD5K? The Netgear is the 'SmartHub' But yes, after switching the HD5K I
just connected it back OK, I would try starting over, but I have guests at the door. OK, still the same thing I've had to switch the
Netgear to ICS mode so that I can see the Gnome graphical UI that's the only reason the TV connection is happening The HD5K
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has the Gstreamer plugin "bypass" and I was wondering if there was a netgear plugin. (Even if it means I can't watch, but I can
still try to set the cable connection up) mparillo: right, the bypass enables PulseAudio to work. I've got the Netgear plugin in my
PPA. Let me double-check the version number Thanks. mparillo: 'ppa:tj/cisco' !info nspluginwrapper Package nspluginwrapper

does not exist in vivid I don't see that I am running nspluginwrapper. Maybe it is fixed in the new release? mparillo: the
GStreamer plugin has not changed much recently. The version in the PPA is 1 82157476af
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